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pandemic

COVID-19 pandemic affects millions of lives all over the world
as a major public health concern. Elderly patients and people
with chronic diseases including hypertension, cardiovascular
diseases, cancer, and diabetes have been categorized as risk
groups during pandemic [1]. There are no treatments including
drugs, vaccines, or targeted therapy approaches have been
found until now, therefore after diagnosis quarantine has
been applied for infected individuals. Since false negative test
results have been encountered and COVID-19 symptoms can
be confused with pneumonia, rapid diagnosis and patient
isolation are vital to stop the spread of the disease and to cure
patients, especially the ones belonging to the risk groups [2].
Diagnostic characteristics and algorithms are required for
the rapid clinical diagnosis instead of suspected cases, thus
isolation and treatment of patients can start immediately after
diagnosis. Additionally, another risk during COVID-19 pandemic
is described as the collapsing health systems because of limited
capacities worldwide [3].

Bioinformatics techniques such as machine learning have
been used for infectious agents including viruses, thus collect-
ing patient data and analyzing them via software programsmay
help us to find biomarkers to evaluate disease prognosis and
progression. These biomarkers should be used with PCR results
and computed tomography (CT) images of people infected by
COVID-19 for rapid and effective diagnosis [4]. Serum biochem-
ical parameters and hemogram analysis are commonly used,
easy to measure, routine and cheaper techniques helping diag-
nosis and progression of diseases [5]. Lymphopenia (lymphocyte
count <1,000), increased lactate dehydrogenase levels, the ala-
nine aminotransferase (ALT)/aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
ratio, prothrombin time, creatinine, D-dimer, creatine phospho-
kinase (CPK), peripheral absolute monocyte count, and absolute
neutrophil count levels are tightly associated with COVID-19
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progression [6, 7]. Moreover, leukocyte and granulocyte levels
are associated with disease progression as well [8].

Artificial intelligence has been used to find biomarkers
for the prognosis and evaluation of progression of diseases.
Besides, laboratory test ordering, data mining, interpretations
of test results, early diagnosis, disease monitoring, personal-
ized treatments, and clinical trials can be achieved by artificial
learning. Therefore, we should use machine learning tech-
niques for collecting all biochemistry and hemogram data of
COVID-19-infected people worldwide to find biomarkers that
can be used in the combination with PCR and CT results. More-
over, people infected by COVID-19 can be tested for hemogram
and serum biochemistry parameters daily basis even they do
not show severe symptoms, thus progression of the COVID-19
infection can be evaluated easily [9–11].
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